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an institution of this kind, gives it a tone among
its contemporaries. Year by year the board of
CHo. So the loud thunder crashes,
Sent forth from Zeus, with dread unspeakable, Editors is renewed from the upper classes by
representatives from a large majority of the
And fear creeps up to every single hair _
That crow:is my brow. I tremble in my soul; students; but here the interest of the college
For lo! the fire from heaven has blazed again. seems to end, and the entire work of keeping up
What will the end be? Much I fear. In ·the paper falls upon four unsophi_stocated young
vain
men ; not a line of matter is contributed from
It comes not, nor without_calamity.
month to month-students think it is not nec0 mighty heaven! 0 Zeus!
essary to write-we don't see why ! Then as
CE01P.
My children! now the destined hour is come, the paper appears from the press filled with the
The end of life; and refuge there is none.
efforts of one twenty-fifth of the college, it is
pulled
to pieces, "such an article is very much
ANTIG. How knows't thou this ? What token comes
out
of
place, and ·will do a great deal of harm;"
to thee?
another article is too heavy, ;nother too light,
CE01P.
I know right well. But, oh, let some one
there is no news and the TABLET is running
fetch,
down
hill." Well, why is it r We have asked
Losing no time, the ruler of the land !
no less than seventeen individuals to favor us
CHoR. Ah ! ah! yet once again there roars around
with something for the collling month-one
The loud re -echoing crash.
"couldn't possibly write a line, he didn't know
Be pitiful, 0 God, be pitiful,
how to begin," another had no subject to write
If that thou bringest darkness on our land;
on,
a third considers an article unfit for the paAnd may my lot be cast with one who brings
per unless it discusses the law of Moral ManiNo evil omen. May I still escape
festation or some kindred topic, and such a
The losing game of seeing one accursed.
task is beyond his mental.calibre; a fourth offers
King Zeus, I call on thee !
a piece of an old theme, or a snatch of his last
-Plumptre.
oration; a fifth,-and so on. A few faithfully ·
AUTHOR-ITY.
promised, but some tares (may 'be) choked their
As we found it necessary in issuing two num- promi.ses, and no good fruit has manifested itbers of the TABLET together, and with no lit- self, while a few others have done their duty,
erary matter on hand, the Editors made special and have endeavored to help us along. Now it
efforts to a waken the interests of students is not an unfair question to those faultfinders
in behalf of their college journal, a!1d we with the TABLET-Why instead of calling
were struck with several strange facts. Here your college paper all sorts of bad names, and
is a· college establishment that for its own .sake trying to injure it, do you not contribute some
Trinity ought to encourage and sustain at any valuable suggestion to the four men representfOst, fo r the simple reaso11 that a journal from ing you and your paper? Why do .you not
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contribute articles better than those offered to
you month. by month? It is easy we know to
find fault, and we Editors are conscious of our
frailty, yet if you who complain will not support
us, then we cannot so much blame ourselves
that all does not go on smoothly. It is discouraging to be an Editor any way, and we do
not advise a general stampede to journalism,
and if men will not be persuaded to their own
benefit, they oughtn't to blame the community
for their misfortunes. The fact is before you ;
students must support their college journal to
make that journal a first class article.

SHAKESPEARE'S FEMALES.
T-hough it is two centuries and a half since
the "immortal bard of Avon" passed away
from th~ sight of men, not one among all the
vast host · of writers, who have enriched our
mother tongue with works of genius, has equalled
or approached the poet. Well has it been
said that " he is the greatest of poets and of
men, and stands in the array of human intellect,
like the sun in the solar system, single and unapproachable." He lives with us in spirit, and,
as each year hastens on its way, there is left
behind an ever increasing love and admiration
for his works.
Among the students of our own loved Trinity, there is a deep feeling of admiration and
love for his works. A little more than a year
ago, the Dramatic Club first came into existence, and we think it can be safely affirmed
that its members have derived no little benefit
from their weekly readings of our poet. Not
content with this single association, a number
of other students have formed · a club, limited
in numbers, for the critical reading of the
"sweet swan of Avon," and are known under
the title of the Shakespeare Club.
There is a hopeful sign in the spirit which
these two associations seem to exhibit; namely, a growing love for good ·solid matter in preference to the sensational novels of the present
day; a preference which speaks well for the

future, and one which ought, by all means, to
be encouraged.
Our present purpose, however, is not to
write a high flown encomium upon these two
"clubs," for they are too well known to need
more than mention, but to say a few words
concerning the female characters, the heroines
of Shakespeare. It is in the delineation of the
fair sex, that we behold the poet's true and highest
sphere. Where is his play, in which the perfect woman, steadfast in trials and upright purposes, and full of hope for the future does not
shine forth like a star? Cordelia, Desdemona,
Isabella, Hermione, Imogen, Queen Katharine, Portia, Sylvia, Viola, Rosalind, Helena,
and last and perhaps loveliest of all, Virgilia,
are all faultle1is, and conceived in the highest
heroic type of womanhood and humanity.
The catastrophe, also, of almost eyery play
is caused by the folly and fault of a man ; the
redemption, where there is one, is brought
about by the wisdom and virtue of a woman,
and, if this be lacking, then ruin swift and sure
results. King Lear fell through his want of
judgment, his impatient vanity and his misunderstanding of his children. The virtues of his
one true daughter, Cordelia, soothed and healed
his crazed mind, and would have saved him
from all the injuries of the others, if he had
not cast her away from him; as it is, she almost
saves him. The wild, fierce bravery of the two
sons of Cvmbeline moves our martial spirit,
but it is ab~ut their sis.ter, the lovely Imogen,
that our highest admiration and interest center.
It is through the queenly patience and wisdom
of the wives, that happiness and existence are
finally restored to two princely houses, after it
has been lost for long weary years, and imperilled to the death by the folly and obstinacy of
Cymbeline and Leont_es. The mother's counsel, acted upon in season, would have warded
off all evil from Coriolanus, but ruin came
swift and sure upon his forgetfulness. Her
prayer, granted at last, finally saves him, not
from death by his outraged chieftains, but from
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worse than death, the infamous curse of living
as the destroyer of his cou;try.
Ophelia alone is weak, and it is because she
fails Hamlet at the critical
moment , and is not ,
.
and cannot, by her nature, be a guide · to him
in the time of greatest necessity, that the fatal
catastrophe ensues; but then, Hamlet himself
Ii veJ a dreamy and indolent existence. Lady
Macbeth, Regin, and Goneril are felt at once
to be frightful exceptions to the world of Shakespe 1re ; as great and fatal in their influence foi·
evil, as was their abandoned power for good. •
The wise and brave stratagem of Juliet is
brought to wild and ruinous issue by the reckless_ness of her husband, who acts like an impatient
boy. Antonio submits without a single vigorous exertion to adverse fortune and the Jew,
while Portia shines in all the divinity of pure
and noble womanhood; in the matchless trial
scene, where her eloquence falls upon the heart
like· "gentle dew from heaven," when the
crisis comes, and her smothered scorn, indignation, and_disgust break forth against the Jew;
and by" her energy, she it is who, finaJly restores
Antonio to}ortune, life, and liberty, guiding his
bark sorely beset with difficulties and dangers to
a safe haven.

well rendered by a well trained orchestra and
accompanied by one of Strauss's finest waltzes,
cannot fail to. please any one who has a love
for music. The programme was well selected,
the finest piece undoubtedly being the "Scene
by the Brook" from Beethoven's Pastoral Symphony. The first appearance of Mr. O!-good
as a tenor can hardly be called successful, although Schubert's Serenade, with which he
responded to an • encore, was finely rendered,
and decidedly superior to his other selections.
Mr. Lockwood's solo on the harp was enjoyable and encored; also a good impression was
made by the violin soloist, Mr. Jacobsohn.
Selections from Wagner's" Flying Dutchman"
were well received, and one could not help
wondering at the distaste many have for this
author. A charming little selection from Louis
XIII, was given as an encore to the waltz, and
the programme ended with a march by Lizt.

DR. LORD.
The students have had an opportunity this
winter which for four years has not been
equalled in this peculiar way, i. e. an opportunity of attending a series of first class lectures
for a merely nominal admission fee; owing to
Such in brief, we think, is the position and the kindness of the lecturer, a large discount
character which women possess in Shakespeare's was made to Trinity students, and numbers made
ideal of human life. They are represented by good use of this kindness. The peculiar style
him, with scarce an exception, as infalliby faith- of the Doctor is quite attractive, and it is someful and wise counsellors, incorruptibly just, times amazing to note how a succession of
pure, and noble examples of virtue, modesty, thoughts seem to flash into his mind, and his
and chastity, strong always to sanctity, even pen seems scarcely able to relieve itself of these
though they cannot save; a matchless company. accumulated ideas; an incident of some particw.
ular age is noted, and immediately it occurs to
the speaker that at the same period twenty,
1 HE THOMAS CONCERT.
thirty, or forty notable instances worthy of the
Every return of the celebrated Thomas's Or- times ought to be mentioned, and they fly off
chestra to Hartford is hailed with delight, not his tongue like lightning; then again, none of
least of all by the College students, quite a his historical characters are simply bad, they
large number of whom were present at the are also hateful and odious, disgusting, haughconcert on the evening of Nov. 27th, notwith- ty, insolent, mercenary, base, ungrateful and
standing the departure of many to their homes supercilious, mean, outrageous, etc., etc., etc.,
to spe_nd Thanksgiving Day: Classical music,- and the same with the virtuous, good, wise, clis..
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creet, affectionate, tender-hearted, till one wonders when the catalogue will end. As we go
to the press the course is half finished. The
whole list of lectures given as below: Dante,
The Rise of Modern Poetry; Savonarola, Unsuccessful Reformers; Michael Angelo, The
Revival of Art; Cardinal de Richelieu, Absolutism; Queen Elizabeth, Woman as a Sovereign ; Lord Bacon, The Inductive Philosophy; Galileo, Scientific Discoveries ; Madame de Main tenon, Women in Society ; Edmund Burke, Parliamentary Orators; Madame
de Stael, Literary Women. Thus far in the
course, we give decided preference to the lecture on "Queen Elizabeth"; and we ~re of the
opinion that the lecturer thinks most of it
himself, for he grew as warm over the merits
of the Virgin Queen as if he were pleading her
cause before a Tribunal of accusers. "Lord
Bacon" was interesting to Metaphysicians, but
hardly appreciated by his audience, although they
were people of the highest refinement and culture in the city. We heartily urge those who
do not already attend, to procure tickets for the
remainder of the course. Personally the doctor is very pleasant and sociable, ahd we were
assured by him that he intended before the winter closed to make a special visit to Trinity,
and we can reciprocate the honor he intends,
no better than by listening to his fluent and
instructive lessons once a week.

myself completely thrown in the shade for my
politeness, and the girls think my friends awful
nice! Here both my little fingers have been
aching with ring,and favors; and that I reckon
is another bore. Why do the dear creatures so
insist in putting off all their jewelry on such
an innocent chap as I ? Two parties a week
and my tailors bill is growing larger every
month. Pfu ! What will father say! Here
when yesterday I _was walking for exercise on
Main street who should I see but the charming
Miss - - and the dear little Miss - - whom
every body acknowledges is "the handsomest
girl in Hartford," and I was going to bow,-1'11
swear I was,-when an ugly wind blew a whirlwind of dust in my eyes, and of course I had
to cough violently to get the dust out, and
both those girls sailed by with their noses in the
air, grossly insulted. I wasn't winking at them!
Well, well, it's all in a lifetime I suppose, and
I must live and learn. I don't want to forswear the company of the fair ones, for half a
score of hearts would be broken I know, and
if they will insist on giving me their jewelry, I
can't reasonably object, and I think I must be
a pretty nice ki.nd of a fellow any how when I
reason it all out, and I don't mind a jealous
epithet now and then from some cross fellow
who'd give his boots to be in my place.

"THE LOVE OF THE BEAUTIFUL''
THE LADIES' MAN.
What a bore! here I am dubbed a ladies
man, and simply because the girls· will be pretty
and because I have an eye for the beautiful.
How can I help it, if when I'm walking on
Asylum street, and a party of Seminaries' come
along, they all go trooping over to the side I am
on? And as for having a cold in my head, I
don't care, fellows, I must blow my nose even
if those damsels will come by just at the same
time. My troubles increase daily, and for the
life of me I can't tell why. I ask somebody
to ~o out for a call with me, and the.n l find

The love of the beautiful is born with us.
Beauty exists everywhere in the outer world
that it may appeal to and affect with pleasure
our keen perceptions and senses. A beautiful
face, or flower, or tree, or landscape leaves us
no election in our appreciative sense of the
loveliness of the same. These, and similar
types of physical beauty involuntarily excite
our admiration. We come to the beautiful
through the eyes and the senses which are capable of receiving a deep impression of the ob_
jects in consideration, and not by the regular
and m~asure~ steps of reason. It strikes l.lS
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at once or not at all. The fool decides that
the rose and the tree are beautiful as quick as
the philosopher.
The Creator has invested every object in the
outward realm with the charm of beauty, that
it may answer to our inward perceptions and
emotions. Stars are seen in the heavens like
so many diamonds and precious stones, studding
the mantle of some rich and famous monarch,
and flowers robe the earth with their be~uty and
loveliness for some purpose, highly useful and
beneficial. The rainbow is seen with its manifold colors painted upon the dark-blue background like some rich picture which the skill of
painters (and they are the most famous in this
world of ours), have long labored and toiled to
imitate, and by this means, gain renown and
fortunes for themselves, but in vain. The
mountain lifts its snow-capped head amid the
clouds; the forest bends its stately form before
the tempest which prostrated everything in its
path; music wakes the echoes of the grove;
rivers and brooklets murmur and dance at our
feet, and "old Ocean" chants its lay, with its
eternal bass, in the grand anthem of Creation.
All this impresses us with the beautiful, and
kindles in our souls and minds, sources of the
greatest pleasure and happiness. All these outward exhibitions of nature, which we see in
our every day life, and in every nook and corner, this wealth of beauty in the heavens above
and the earth beneath, caflnot but raise our
hearts and minds to the highest state of pleasure and gratification.
They must speak, however·, silently to the
true soul, and that soul in its noblest emotions
and feelings must answer to their call.
Realizing nature as a felt presence and a
Divine inspiration in its higher manifestation,
the poet might well exclaim :
"Live not the stars and mountains ? are the waves
Without a feeling in their silent tears?
No, no, they woo and clasp as to their spheres,
Dissolve this clog and clod of clay before its hour,
And merge our soul in the great shore."

-"W."

VANDALISM.
The old saying about sowing wild oats is too
well known to need repetition, but it seems as
if some persons would never cease sowing
theirs, for they are always engaged in some underhanded work '~ playing a joke," they say,
which is sure to result in loss and detriment to
some one. Persons take enjoyment in creating ruin and confusion. Here, one wishes to
behold all the horrors of a railroad smash up.
There another carries off gates, barrels and
other wooden articles to feed· the flames of a
bonfire. All is but the outworkings of the
same spirit, differing only in degree. Much of
:t would cause even the Huns and Vandals of
old to blush for shame.
Such was the injury done to the Sun dial,
one Sunday morning not long ago. It had
been in working order but a few days; it was
presented to the college by a departed class, but
the Vandal came, under cover of darkness, with
his spirit of destruction, and so injured it as to
render it useless until returned to the maker for
repairs. We sincerely hope that no student
was ,engaged in this disgraceful affair. If he
was, we give him fair warning to keep it secret
within his own guilty self, for we are confident
that all true students would look upon him as
a thing unfit to come in contact with. One
circumstance alone gives us any ground to fear
it was an undergraduate, namely, the disgraceful shouting and yelling which was kept up the
greater part of the night in and ahout Jarvis
Hall. We trust it was the work of an outsider of some one who had been at one of the
'
numerous
drinking places on Mulberry street
and was lost to all sense of what he was doing.
But would it not be well for us not to shout or
yell quite so loudly between midnight and daybreak. It surely is neither manly nor the mark
of a gentleman. The greater part of the college is wrapt in slumbers, and does not care to
be awakened to the fact that X and Y have
returned a great deal the worse for their midnigh carousal.
N. w.
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MINOR MATTERS.
SENIORS.

We omitted to mention last month that the
Senior class took a practical lesson in steamengineering a few weeks since. The entire
class adjourned from recitation to the H.P. & F.
R. R. shops, and walked into , over , and under ,
locomotives in every stage of manufacture and
repair. After~ards they all mounted an engine
and observed the machinery in motion-those
men on the tender having the best of the bargain however, for the prospect was fine, and
the soothing motion (?) of the machine was conducive to excessive pleasure. The inhabitants
of the surrounding town (!) gazed with amazement at the audacity of aspiring youth, and yet
the Seniors proud of conscious dignity(?)" cared
not for they," and cheered for their honorable
and sedate Professor, ~ith a will.

THE LIBRARY.

Prof. Hart has recently purchased for the
interest of the Library, from the avails of the
Athenreum fund, the f~llowing works: Froude's
History of England, in twelve volumes; Freeman's Norman Conquest, being the history of
Britain from 449 down to the death of William
the Conqueror in 1087; Palgrave's History of
the Anglo-Saxons; and Bryce's Holy Roman
Empire.

PRIZE MEN

'7 5.

Early in the Fall the Rev. Assistant Prof.
of Mathematics offered a prize for the best
Critique of Jackman's Method of Squaring
the Circle; the Sophomore class being the compe:itors. The prize was awarded to Clarendon Cobb Buckley. As this theory of Prof.
Jackman has b~en widely circulated and has
cr~ated some interest in literary circles it has
been suggested that the prize man should make
public his critique for the benefit of the interested.

ACCIDENT.

An accident happened to a member of the
class of '76 that might have been more serious
than it was. Mr. Brigham, while crossing the
hall at the head of the stairs in Jarvis Hall,
with a chair in one hand and a book in the
other, stumbled and fell an entire flight badly
spraining his ankle, and bruising his face. A
doctor, called immediately, put him in a condition for getting well and he is daily improving.
Now the moral; bow death might have occurred
instead of a few wounds, and all resulting from
a dark unlighted passage. We can give personal experience as an assurance that these unlighted passages are dangerous, from several
severe wounds and contusions. Isn't it possible to remedy this evil in some way? To be
sure we will stay "here but a comparatively
short time longer, yet a few broken limbs, and
perhaps a life closed, will hardly be a pleasing
record for Trinity in the future. Let there be
a lantern, if not gas, and let there be a reform
immediately.
HER

77th

BIRTHDAY,

Our oldest citizens will remember Dame
Hollister who sold pies, cakes, and beer, at
her humble residence, near Trinity College,
soon after the institution was founded. She
bas done much good in her day in visiting the
si<;k and poor. She is now in reduced circumstances, and will reach her 77th birthday to-day,
(Nov. 28th), on which anniversary she will be
happy to see her friends at No. 72 Hudson

strcet.-Hfd. Courant.
We copy the above from one of the city papers
for the purpose of bringing it more fully to the
notice of the studen · s, and friends of the college. The little old store of Dame Hollister
is as much a landmark of Trinity, as even, may
be, the· chapel porch. Old time graduates speak
often of the jolly spreads and glorious fun at this
favorite place, and now in her old age, this good
old lady comes to us, and we urge a noble response from Trinity's sons in her behalf. Let
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enough cannot be said in depreciation of the act.
Our college chapel, although not dedicated,owing
to its position in the buildings, yet is consecrated
to divine worship, and the associations of our
alumni from the earliest days of the college, to
these "latter days" are clustered about this spot,
THE SUN-DIAL.
and anything tending to make this place ridicuThe long expected sun-dial, which was pre- _lous is an insult to the memory of Trinity stusented to the College by proxy last class-day, dents wherever they are. Fellows, don't do it!
has at last arrived. The dial itself is about I 2 Let there be one place within these college
in. in diameter, plated with silver, and set upon bounds where· tricks and practical jokes are
arl iron standard.
Upon its face is the in-· . superfluous and out of place; remember that
scription, couched in excellent Latin, but you will soon be a child of your Alma Mater
with a great disregard of punctuation marks: away from her control and influence, and it
"C,;/fegio S. S. Trinitalis.
Donavit Classis. · cannot cease to be a cause of regret that you
MDCCCLXII Pereunt et lmpu~antur." The assented to an act as disgraceful as this. You
last three words would refer very appropriately injure yourselves and your reputation in such
to the hours as they pass, but its application to belittling practices, and do your college an
the class of '72 is not quite so plain.
amount of harm which if you do not appreciate
By a careful observation of the Pole Star, now, you certainly will when you can only retaken at about r I o'clock one night,- ·a true gret your part in the affair.
North and South line was established, and the
dial carefully set up -by the south entrance,
where it attracts a great deal of attention from
WINTER VIEW.
the passers by, and there we suppose it will
It has been suggested that a Winter view of
stand until the college moves, when another the college and grounds be taken this season,
midn_ight observation on the North Star will and the picture committee of '73 coulcl _do no
become necessary.
better than by taking this matter in hand as
a purse or a subscription be started, and let us
as descendants of the jolly students of years
ago, do ourselves honor and make glad the heart
of a worthy recipient of our favors.

[Since the above was written, the prophecy
. in the last paragraph has been shown to be .false,
for on Saturday night, the 16th, so~e wretch
took the trouble to wrench the gnomon off, and
throw it away, probably in a drunken endeavor
to turn the pointer around. The dastardly act,
we are happy to say, was not committed by any
of the students. J

DISGRACEFUL JOKING.

A few weeks ago an act, in itself disgraceful,
was perpetrated by some member or members
of the under classes, the chapel being selected as
the place for carrying out a "practical joke."
It is a question whether any practical jokes are
worthy of the perpetrator, but in this instance

this is the last winter that will see the old college as it has stood for a half a century, a cor-·
rect and most fitting' thing for generations to
come ·would be a picture of the snow-covered
campus, and the brown buildings sacred to so
many memories, standing prominently forth in
a snowy shroud. A typical picture may be,
for it dies away from old associations, yet we
trust that it is only to sprirJg up again wherever
it may be, with a new life and vigor. Let some
of the efficient members of the Senior class see
to this. There is little doubt that the "working spirit" of the class which has manifested
itself so loyally in various ways for four years,
can carry out this project, and it will certainly
redound to their credit to have done one handsome thing.
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COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.
\Vith the advent of Novem~er comes snow,
blow and bluster, and we poor fellows stand
shivering in the corners or chatter our teeth in
rhe re-citation rooms and wish "Jim" would
make a decent fire some half hour before we
go to recitation.
Thanksgiving, the annual gorging day as some
one expressively terms it, is near at hand, and
half the college flie~ home to paternal roof to eat
the turkey's drumstick, and crack the wishbone
with the younger fry; oh those joyous days
when we believed in wishbones-we make no
bones about wishing now-fairy hallucinations
are passed, and all is stern reality. The monthly news we chronicle is as usual, routine. The
putting aside of Christmas examinations has
taken a grievous burden from the general student mind, and no doubt the Freshmen in particular will hang their stockings (socks) in the
Christmas chimney with freer heart than could
be possible if some inevitable conditions were
hanging over their head. The Senior class
are well under way with Ueberweg, and many
a jaw stands in danger of dislocation from names
a page (!) long. Surely Dr. Sam. Johnson must
have studied Uebuweg !
Hamilton's Metaphysics are over, and Political Economy takes his place, a let down as our
Prof. told us from the brain extending Sir William to easily comprehended Freetradism.
The variable weather is good for the doctor
if not for students, c:J,nd the greatest caution is
needed to prevent sickness. Now and then a
snow squall heralds the approaching season, and
the Freshmen from the South gaze at the first
snow with wonder and. amazem ent. Wait till
the ice comes my dear fellows, and you have an
opportunity to crack your craniums, to say
nothing else, on solid water, then will you rejoice that you have lived to see a northern winter. Chemical experiments once a week, and
principles that always remain the same notwithstanding the experiment, are illustrated to the
edification of the interested. We sit and spec-.
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ulate over those scarred old seats, and as we trace
PARTICLES.
our initials are pleased to think that ~ our da_y
Senior is sure they use vVebster's Dictionary
was not cast with spick and span new recitation
in Harvard-he "saw one in a student's library
rooms even if they are to be thirty feet square;
ody the other day."--Student: Cogito ergo,for we know that the "Veneering family" is I don't remember the Latin sir, the English is
going to take possession before long. But we "I think, therefore I am." Prof. Oh you've
hasten to close our Editorial, the sands of forgotten the sum of the matter; ahem ! - our glass mark an hour going to the past and
Whose cow does that belong to ?--Everybody
we, as gracefully as possible, say for the time,
is going home for Thanksgiving.--Opera
Adieu.
·
glasses are excellent to take to the" Jubilee Singers" any how.--Prof. This is the instrument
used in measuring the force of electricity, only
PERSONALS.
they
use an entirely different one. Student looks
RunDER, '48. The Rev. Dr. Rudder has
at
it
with
admiration.--Seniors take up Politireturned from Europe.
cal Economy immediately .--Weekly experiPENFIELD, '62. W. D. Penfield, recently ments in chemical department for the Seniors.
of East Saginaw, Mich., has removed to Doug- --Have the Freshmen appointed their cane
las Co., 111.
committee yet ?--Prof. Russell read Hamlet
CARTER, '69. H. S. Carter, M. D., was to the" Dramatic Club" the other evening.-recently married to Miss Florence Russell of Small boys are taking adv ntage of the slight
fall of snow to make "ice-slides" on the college
New York city, and has gone abroad.
hill.---Adams has another.-" Well, Adams,
HART, '70. George Hart was the successwhy do you want Thanksgiving with another
ful competitor in an examination for the posimouth to fill, you ought to weep?" "I know
tion of Assistant in St. Luke's Hospital, New
it sir, but then we ought to rejoice in affiicYork city.
tion."--The Dramatic Club have a play on
DYER, '70. Arthur Dyer is assistant ex- the tapis to be brought out early next term ; it
change editor of the N. r. Post.
is entitled "The Haunted Man/' and has been
dramatized by the Club forthemselves.--Look
FULLER, '70. S. R. Fuller has lately setout for sliders on the hill, or you'll be sleighed.
tled in Ansonia.
--Every broken window in the gymnasium
EVEREST, '71. CHASE, '72. C. S. Ever- costs us all fifty cents a piece.--Students
est and H. R. Chase, are teaching at Burling- should patronize those who advertise in the
T ABLET.--W e understand that several Senton Coll ege, N. J.
iors anticipate a tour in Europe the coming
HINDLEY, '72. R. C. Hindley is teaching
season.--Three distinct sets of sociables are
at the Rectory School, Hamden·, Conn.
attracting the ladies' men outside, this winter.
BARTLETT, '72. H. Payne Bartlett, former- --Dr. Pynchon has introduced a new book
ly connected with the class of '72, is at present for Monday morning recitations, on the Euin Calcutta, India, and was recently married.
charist.--Freshmen asks what his average
would be if he got six every recit~ tion.--The
CAMAAN, '74. Has matriculated at Christ
gross receipts of the Christ Church fair were
Church College, Oxford.
$2,200.00.--A Sophomore translated suidoise
PARKER, '73. Entered with great honor d'une grande naissance, A Swedish woman of
Belliol Coll. in same University.
great nu_isance.
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COLLEGE CLIPPINGS.
ALBION.

The Freshmen have completed Philosophy of His
tcry and have commenced Science of Governmenr.

1

have been added. About two-thirds of the classical
Freshmen have chosen the' Douglass' course, announced
at last Commencement, in which Christian Greek
and Larin authors are substituted for the present
heathenized ones ."-Vidette.

CORNELL.

The
of Mr.
The
<ill t_he
should

MADISOK.

Era publishes a supplement on the occas10n

A tulOr was recently reproving an academe for his

Froud~'s visit to the University.
low position in class, ·when he perpetrated the followEditors of the Era wail at having to write ing retort: '' Well, never mind, Professor, I presume
ar~ides for their paper. A new board we , I was as much to blame as you were."
judge.
M adisonensis's conundrum at a party the other
- ( Scene at the beginning
the tenn in recita- I evening: "Why is ~y hat like a regiment?" All
tion room
Prefessor--. Appearance
a young give it up. Madisonensi s explain,, '' Because it has a
man to recite.)-PRoFESSOR.-You belong to Professor band." All convulsed. Madisonen sii; carried out on
- - ' s division, sir. STUDENT._:_I thought I might a lounge. · We are happy to state that h.e is slowly
be permitted to choose my Professor. PROFESSOR. improvillg in health, and hopes ere long to _re-enter
(blandly)-O, ah, y e-s ! well I suppose it makes very upon his college studies. A timely warning to all
little difference. Take a seat, sir. Moral: Professors co nundrumists.
are only human.

if

if

if

MICHIGAN.

Professor
week. The
The male
not required
fect equality

Wilder lectured on "the heart," last
ladies were visibly affected.
students , complain because the ladies are
to attend drill, .and angrily demand perof sexes.
DARTMOUTH,

The students of Dartmouth college express their
political preferences to the tune of 297 for Grant and
74 for Greeley; no preference, l I.
HARVARD.

Scene in " Science if Government'' recitation.
Prqf.-What effect did the Proclamation of Emancipation have in increasing the number of electors in
the Slave States ?
Embryo Statesman, '74 (with hesi1ation).;._I believe-eh-most of the-eh-negroes became-free.
(Sensation among the abolitionists on the back
seats.)
Pref-That is sufficient, sir. Mr. X., can yon
tell me what political expedient was resorted to in the
:VIassachusetts Convention to secure the adoption of
the Constitution?
Mr. X. (promptly).-Yes, sir. The Convention
was opened every morning with prayer.
LAFAYETTE.

A pri\'ate letter from Lafayette College contained
1 he
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following: ''We have I Io new students, about
in all. Three professors have withdrawn, four

Election day was a holiday.
The Seniors are reading Tacitus.
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY.

An Irish editor says he can see no earthly reason
why women should not be allowed to become medical
men.-Ex. There are some in the University who
seem to incline to the same opinion.-Chronicle.
UNION.

Union is to have a chapter of A. K., a Freshmen
society, the best known chapter of which is at Yale.
There has been some pretty tough hazing done
lately, and we understand that two Sophomores have
been expelled.
YALE.

The Fall Regatta took place Wednesday. Victory
in the barge race won by Freshmen; distance, two
miles; prize, six gol<:i goblets; time, fourteen minutes
and three seconds. The Juniors won the shell race;
distance, three miles; prize~ six gold badges: time,
twenty minutes, thirty-nine second~.-Courant.
Doctor Silliman used to give out rather long hymns.
One mornin.g, after having read eight verses in his
peculiar way, without stops, he ended with, "' And
sing to all eternity,' omitting the last two st~nzas."-

Record.
The Courant thinks that " it would be as easy to
prove that decent men voted for Greeley as that decent men write for the Record."

The Trini'ty 'Tablet.
The following is from the Coztrant's Editorial
upon the Catalogue:" The chief value of ch~ College Catalogue lies not
so much in its beauty of outward appearance as in its
low price and in the fact that you can have the expense tacked on to your term bill. U pan a hasty
perusal of this pamphlet we have detected but one
typographical error. * * * The college year is put
down two weeks shorter than usual, a week each
being taken oJf from the second and third terms.
The names of the m~mbers of the Art School appear
for the first time this year. The number of students
fx che whole university reaches nine hundred and
four."
Scene in Psychology.-Question: How does a person feel who is vainly striving to recall something?
.Jnswer: He is painfully conscious that he has forgotten it.-The Prex smiles.
A S. S. S. heii1g desirous of seeing Lydia in private life, sent up his card to her at the Tremont
House after the performance. The pasteboard was
returned bearing the inscription in a feminine hand,
"Go to hades," only hades was not the word used.
Great excitement pr~vails at Yale on account of
t_he strife between the Courant . and Record. Th:s
shouldn't _was.-Exchange.
This isn't was. But if it was why shouldn,'t it?-

Record.
The three Freshmen societies have adopted resolutions with regard to electioneering, of which this is a
specimen:
Resplved, That no electioneering be done by the
committees for their respective societies before the
third Saturday of the first term.
If that young lady who winked at me from the
chapel gallery will leave her card at the Durfee pump,
I shall be happy to call. _ RED N 1:<.CKTIE.-Yale . Courant.
MISCELLANEOUS,

The mathematical works of Professor Loomis have
been translate·d into Chinese. An exchange thinks it
a pity that they were not printed in that language
in the first place.
Ground _has been broken for the new Drew Seminary and Ladies' College at Carmel, New York.
The Universalists of Ohio have just started a college in Akron, called "Buchtel" College. 'Tis said.
to be the b~st furnished one in the West. The dor-

17 I

mitorit!s and study rooms are fitted with black walnut
furniture, marble-top tables, etc. There is a set of
marble wash-basins, with bath roo:ns and other· conveniences on each floor, while a steam-engine runs an
elevator for the accommodation of the "constitutionally indisposed." It is probable ·students in that college will have gilt-edged text books, and that their
degrees will be engraved on gold-leaf, rather than
sheep skin. Seriously, however, we are not sure but
th .tt placing students in such rooms, with the surrounding elegancies, will teach them more true refine•
ment, and contribute more to their adoption of true
gentlemanly habits than the more active exertions of
a first-class professor of etiquette.-Deni.son Coll~gian.
Our exchanges are foll of items on the class matches
in base ball or foot ball. Out-of-door g;mes seem to
be flourishin 6 in all the Colleges. Strange enough,
shinney is, as far as we know, popular only ac Racine.

-Mercury.
A lady student on being asked to decline the word
"quodam'' finished about half the declension and
then stopped, quietly informing the Professor that
she did not propose to swear any more.-Simpsonian.
The Madisonensis wants to shake hands across the
chasm with the Vassar l'vf.iscellany.
Honors thicken as age advances.-Each of the four
oldest graduates of Harvard has been in prison. The
same honor awaits the four e:litors of the Advocate.

-College Courier.
We a~kn9wle<lge Oi.lr in:lebtedn~3s to the Mtrcury
for the following valuable information :
" When a student plss:::s you with his hands in his
pockets, his eyes fastened on the ground, and his general appearance res .:mbling that of a sentenced convict,
he is trying to think of a subject for an essay."
Freshmen are beginning early, they walk the, hill
every morning with their fair class mates. "O, to be
a Freshman. ''--Cornell Era.
But the .A1ercury asks:
'' \Vhat amusement can there be in. walking a hill
every morning ? "
On being asked by the Prof. what was the best
thought he got from a lesson in Butler's Analogy, a
Senior replied "that it is vain to try to comprehend
what is beyon your comprehension." Prof. asks
·' Did you get that from Butler?" "No, it occurred
to me while studying him.''-Ex.
Half of '7 3 at Syracuse were formerly in '7 3 at
\Vesleyan.
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NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

LIST OF EXCHANGE~
Arranged by the Colleges which they represent.
GENERAL.

WAJ's

The College Courant, New Haven, Ct.
Albion Coll., Albion, Mich., Annalist.
.
Amherst Coll., Amherst, Mass., Amherst Student.
Antioch Coll., Yellow Springs, 0., Antiochian. .
Blackburn Univ., Carlinville, 111., Blackburn Gazette.
Bowdoin Coll., Brunswick, Me., Orient.
Brown Univ., Providence, R. J., !Jrunonian.
Canadian Lit. Inst., Woodstock, Ont., Tyro.
Chicago Univ., Chicago, 111., Volante.
Columbia Coll., New York City, Cap and Gown.
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y., Cornell Era.
tTj
Dalhousie Coll., Halifax, N. S., Dalhousie Gazette.
Dartmouth Coll., Hanover, N. H., Dartmouth.
Griswold Coll., Davenport, Iowa, Griswold Collegian.
~
Hamilton Coll, Clinton, N. Y., Hamilton Lit. Mag.
Harvard Coll., Cambridge, Mass., Harvard Advocate.
Hobart Coll., Geneva, N. Y., Hobart Sentinel.
Ill. Wesleyan University, Bloomington, lll., Alumni
115 ASYLUM ~TREET,
.Journal.
Iowa State U niv.,Iowa City, Iowa, University Rep_orter.
Lafayette Coll., Easton, Penn., Lafq,yettc Monthly.
HARTFORD, CONN.
Lewisburg Univ , Lewisburg, Pa , College Herald.
Madison Univ., Hamilton, N. Y., Madisonensis.
LADIES' & GENTS' BOOTS & SHOES
Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor, Mich., Chronicle.
Ohio Wesleyan Univ., Delaware, Ohio, Western
Made to Order and Repaired.
Collegian .
Our Lady of Angels, Sem~. of, Suspension Bridge, N.
Y., Index Niagarensis.
&
Packer Univ., Brooklyn, N. Y., Packer Quarterly.
Princeton Coll., Princeton, N. J., Nassau Lit. Mag.,
College World.
Racine Coll., Racine, Wis., College M ercury.
AND DEALERS IN
Ripon Coll., Ripon, Wis, College Days.
Rutgers Coll., New Brunswick, N. J., Targum.
&
· Santa Clara Coll., Santa Clara, Cal, Ow[.
Shurtleff Coll., Upper Alton, Ill., Quz Vive.
Snuffs, Meerschaum and Briar Pipes, &c.
Syracuse Univ., Syracuse, N. Y., Uni versity 1:/erald.
Union Coll., Schenectady, N. Y., Union Coll. M ag.
267 MAIN ST., HARTFORD, CONN.
Virginia Univ., Charlottesville, Va., Va. Univ. Mag.,
MICHAEL POWERS,
L, KRUG,
Spectator.
CHAS. KUEHNHl')LD,
R. B, PARISH,
Washington Univ., St. Louis, Mo., Irving Union.
Wesleyan Univ., Middletown, Ct., College Argus.
MATT.
HEWINS'
Western Univ. of Pa., Pittsburgh, Pa., College Journal.
Williams Coll., Williamst0wn, Mass., Williams Re.view, Williams VidPtte.
Yale Coll., New Haven, Ct., Y ale Lit. Mag., Ya!/ I
No. 262 MAIN STREET,
Courant, Yale R ecord.
Are the Favorite Resort of the Gentlemen of
OUTSIDE OF COLLEGES.
' Hartford.
City Papers, Hartford, Ct.
TEN OF H. W. CoLLANDER's
Church and State, New York City, (Box 6coJ.)
(;azette and Reporter, New York City, (41 Park Row.)
SUPERIOR TABLES.
frue Woman, Lancaster, Pa.
Chicago Schoolmaster, Normal, Ill.
Good Attendance Always at Hand.

0-IV..,
U)
~

0

en

RUBBERS,

KRUG, PARISH

Manu-Facturers

Smoking

CO.,

ef Cigars,

Chewing Tobaccos,

H.

BILLIARD

I

Roo,Ms,
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ROSE & MITCHELL,

1 73

AMERICAN

Waltham Watches.

68 AsrLuM scrREEcr,_
DEALERS IN

PIANOS, ORGANS,
AND SHEET Music.
All the more desirable of the new Musical
Publications received each week.

The only accredited Agency in
Harifora.
Every variety of the WAL THAM WATCU
direct from the factory, at the lowest
· wholesale and retail prices, and
every watch WARRANTED.

WILLIAM L. MOTT,

.A large Discount made to the Trade, from

CHURCH BOOK DEPOSf'I'ORY AND
READING ROOM,
.

MA~UF ACTURERS' LIST PRICES.

No. 87 Asylum Street,

HARTFORD,

CONN.,

(opposite Allyn House,) has for sale
Bibles, Testaments, Prayer Books-Theological,
Miscellaneous, .Juvenile Books-Sunday School
Cards, Religious Tracts, Devotional Books-Sunday
School Requisites, Instruction Books and Library
Books- Sunday School and Church Decorations The New Hymnal, with and without Music, various
editions- Communion Wine, Sermon Paper, etc.
Out of Town Orders promptly filled by Mail or Express.

GEO.

w.

FORD,

AGENT,

395 MAIN STREET.

WATCH REPAIRING.
Also Agent for

The Fire Extinguisher.

TRACY & CO.,
A Word to my Friends and Customers.

52 Asylum St.,

HARTFORD,

CT.,

DEALERS IN

I have just returned from New York with a
choice selection ot

Goons !

WINTER
r o which

I respectfully invite your attention.

The goods were selected with great care,
and I feel justified in saying that
they are, in e·very respect,

FIRST CLASS.
I am prepared to Make Garm_ents at £hort
Notice, and guarantee entire satisfaction.
Respectfolly,

JOHN

J.

LEHR,

i66 Mc\in. Street1

(

up

stqirs.)

HA R D WA R E
OF ALL KINDS.
ALSO,

IMPORTERS AND DEALKRS
IN

Fine English Pocket Cutlery
SCISSORS, RAZORS,
&C., &C., &C.

TRACY & CO.,
52 Asylum Street,

The Trinity '(ab/et.

1 74

&

DEMING

(_}allege Booh Store.

GUNDLACH,

Watches, Jewelry,

BROWN & GROSS,
Booksellers 23 Stationers,

SILVER WARE, ETC.,

NO. 49 ASYLUM S'TREE'T,
HARTFORD, CONN.

NO.

S'TA'TE S'TREE'f,

20

F. A. BROWN.
-----

-

W. H. GROSS.
- - - - -- - --

-

HENRY S. BRIGGS,

HARTFORD, CONN.

381

MAIN

Sr.,

HARTFORD,

C-r.

ORNAMENTAL

Watches of all kinds repaired

CONFECTIONER,

in the best 1nanner and

Ladies and Gentlemen's lee
Cream and Dining Room.

1

w arr anted to run well.
H. A.

L.

DEMING.

f /7EDDING & 01"HER P AR'I'fES

GUNDLACH.

Supplied with every requisite.

REILLY'S

I7ze College Bootnzahers.

DANCING ACADEMY,
164½ MAIN STREET,

BARCHFIELD&ENGEL,

AND

N O. 3 ASYLUM SCfREE_I',
respectfully solicit a continu-

LINKE,

Are without doubt, the finest and best furnished Dancing
Academies in the country, improvements having been made
during the past year, at an expense of over Fifteen Thousand
Dollars. Either of the Academy Halls will seat comfortably
one thousand people, and will be let for Festivals, Lectures,
Dancing Receptions, &c., on the most reasonable terms.
Instructions will be given in Hartford Fridays and Satur.
days, and in Springfield, Mass., Thursdays. All the fashiona
ble parlor dances will be taught in the course of twenty-four
lessons.
The college class will be, as heretofore, on Saturday evenings, for further parti culars apply at the Academy, or address

ation of student patronage.
WM. ENGEL.

B. BARCHFIELD.

F. A. SYKES,
No. 7

ALLYN

HousE, HARTFORD, CoNN.

FANCY BAKERY & LUNCH ROOMS.

P. H. REILLY,

Weddings, Collations, Dinners, Soirees,
1

Furnished in the most recherch e style.

w AITERS

AND

MUSIC

FURNISHED.

~ Particular attention given to getting up

College "Spread~."

HALL,

Springfield, Mass.,

Having purchased the stock in trade of the
late WM.

FALLON'S

HARTFORD P. 0., Box t82.,
OR SPRINGFIELD, Box 912.
Yours, &c.,

P. H.

REILLY.
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CASE,

LOCKWOOD

&

BRAINARD,

PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS,

1 75

HATCH -& TYLER,
80 STA.TE STREET,
A re now prepared to receive orders for the ber t

CORNER PEARL AND TRUMBULL STS., HART.FORD, CONN

varieties of
LEHIGH,

COLLEGE

LACKAWANNA,

PRINTING

WILKESBARRE

AND

OTHER

of all descriptions.
PRINTERS OF

THE TRINITY TABLET.

Particular attention paid to the preparation of Coal
for Domestic Use.

CLINTON HOUSE,

A Splendid Assortment

ON THE EUROPEAN PL.AN,

OF

23, 24, and 25 Central Row,

HA TS

HARTFORD, CONN.
LADIES' AND

GENTLEMEN'S

DINING

RooMs

THE LATEST STYLES,
AT

OYSTERS IN EVERY STYLE.

CHAMPAGNE AND OTHER WINES.
A. A. BACON, PROPRIETOR.

KENNEDY,

Merchant Tailor,
UNDER

UNITED STATES HOTEL, .

A large and choice Selection of the newest styles of

IMPORTED

CAPS

OF ALL

ATTACHED.

JoHN

AND

CLOTHS.

JOHN K F:NNEDY,
48 State Street.

STILLMAN

& CO'S,

331 MAIN STREET.

J. & R. LAMB,
CHURCH
FURNITURE.
59 CARMINE STREET, N. Y.,
Sixth Avenue Cars Pass the Door.

RODERICK NEVERS,

Specialty.

PLATE AND CARD

PRINTER,
41 TRUMBULL STREET,
HARTFORD, CONN.

EMBROIDERIES, CHURCH METAL
AND

COLOR

DECORATION

WALL SURFACE OF BOTH

NAVE AND CHANCEL •

w ORK,
FOR
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& .Co.,

TIFF ANY

UNION SQUARE, NEW YORK,
Importers of and Dealers in

DIAMONDS
and other

PRECIOUS STONES,
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
BRONZES, CUT AND ENGRAVED GLASS, FINE PORCELAIN,
FANCY
GOODS, STATIONERY, ETC.

SON
340 MAIN STREET, HARTFORD,

Pieces suitable for Prizes and Presentation on Sale
and made to order from appropriate designs.
F1ench and English Stationery, Note and Letter Paper, with
Monograms, Cyphers and Crests, Embossed Plain or in Colors.
Invitations, Card s, Menus. and Notes prepared for special occasions.
DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

'

FINE

Manufacturers of

FINE JEWELY, STERLING SILVER WARE,
CLASS AND SocIETY BADGES, Rrncs,
MEDALS AND PRIZES.

CoNN,,

Offer a choice relection of

~

ORTO I SE'

~~

SHELL

~~

ADAMS

Gooos.

:;;;::;~;:.:,:,nee,

R. I.

Entirely new designs and new styles in Ear Rings, Brooches·
Pendants, Lockets, Necklaces, Crosses, Fans, Card Cases, Vest
Chains, &c.
Monograms and Initial work made to order.

T. STEELE & SON,
Store closed at 6

I-2

HARTFORD, CT.

o'clock, Saturda'y evenings excepted

The Trinity Tablet.

JAMES S. SCHOTT,
Manufacturer and Dealer in

This paper, published monthly, is designed to be an
exponent of the views of the

CIGARS AND TOBACCO,

STUDENTS OF TRINITY COLLEGE,
MEERSCHAUM AND

295 MAIN ST.,

BRIAR PIPES,

and to furnish subscribers with all the

HARTFORD, CT.

NEWS OF ~HE COLLEGE WORLD
in general.

ERNST SCHALL,
Diamond Setter, and Dealer

in

DIAMONDS, CHAINS,
FINE GOLD AND SILVER

WATCHES

Its editors will endeavor to make it

attractive in form and matter, and will spare no pains

& JEWELRY,

No. 207 MAIN Sr., HARTFORD, CoNN.
PARTICULAR ATTENTION PAID TO REPAIRING
OF WATCHES AND JEWELRY.

Wa.tch Casini! and D~a'!}'lond Settin!J don( to ortj.er.

to render it worthy of the favor with which it has
hitherto been received.
The TABLET will be sent to any address upon receipt of the subscription price,

$2.00

per annum.

Specimen numbers free.
Address

THE TRINITY TAB LET,

prawer

20~

